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THE EPSTEIN BROS. ORCHESTRA PRESENTS
OUTSTANDING CHASSIDIC MELODIES

MASTER TAPES RECORDED IN 8 TRACK STEREO
# The Epstein Bros. Orchestra Presents

## 20 Famous Chassidic Melodies

### Side 1

1. Israeli Folk Medley 10:25
2. Mustafa 3:10
3. T'chias Hamaysim 5:36

### Side 2

1. Traditional Chassidic Medley 4:59
2. Rabbi Wurzburger's Simcha March 3:40
3. Yeshiva Melody 7:21
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### Other New Releases

- Simon Kugel Sings Chassidic Concert Hits GRC160
- Jo Amor Sings Most Popular Songs of the Israeli Hit Parade (vol. 2) GRC158
- Yossel Rosenblatt Cantorial Masterpieces (vol. 9) GRC156
- Moise Oysher At His Best GRC154
- Cantor Zawel Kwartinning His Original Compositions GRC152
- The Art of Cantor Gershon Sirotta (vol. 2) GRC150
- Cantor Moshe Koussevitzky Sings His Most Famous Synagogue Masterpieces (vol. 2) GRC148
- The Best Cantorial Works of Cantor Pierre Pinchik (vol. 1) GRC146
- Cantor Yossel Rosenblatt Sings His Most Famous Cantorial Compositions (vol. 8) GRC144
- Cantor Yossel Rosenblatt Sings Yiddish Folk Songs (vol. 7) GRC142
- Cantor Moshe Koussevitzky Sings His Most Famous Synagogue Masterpieces (vol. 1) GRC140
- Cantor Zawel Kwartinning His Best Cantorial Works (vol. 1) GRC138
- Jo Amor Sings Chassidic Nigunim & Hebrew Concert Hits GRC136
- The Epstein Bros. Orchestra Present 20 Chassidic Melodies GRC134
- Hava Nashira - Chassidic Sing Along - With Cantor Aaron Lieber and his Sons GRC132
- The Minzer Cord Orchestra and Singers play the Nigunim of Jack Spivak GRC130
- Original Chassidic Nigunim Sung by Eli Lipsker and his Children's Choir with Orchestral accompaniment GRC128
- The Noma Singers feature the Hebrew version of Those Were The Days and other Concert Hits GRC126
- Cantor Elihu Treistman — From My Heart To Jerusalem Cantorial Masterpieces GRC124
- Cantor Yossel Rosenblatt sings his Original Chassidic Nigunim GRC122
- Cantor Moshe Taube sings Synagogue Masterpieces GRC120
- Shlomo Carlebach in Live Concert "I Heard The Wall Singing" (vol. 2) GRC114
- Shlomo Carlebach in Live Concert "I Heard The Wall Singing" (vol. 1) GRC112
- Eli Lipsker and The Yeshiva Orchestra In Concert GRC110
- Meir Levy sings Israel's Most Joyous Songs GRC108
- Masterworks of the Great Cantors GRC104
- Meir Levy sings "Jerusalem of Gold" and other Song Hits of the Six Day War GRC102
- Peisachke Burstein At His Best GRC100
- Isa Kremer Sings "Jewish Life In Song" GRC98
- The Best Cantorial Works of David Roitmen GRC94
- Alter Yechiel kernicls Sings His Most Famous Holiday Compositions GRC92
- Jennie Goldstein Sings Her Most Famous Yiddish Theatre Hits GRC90
- Meir Levy Sings Fourteen Hebrew Songs of The Orient GRC88
- Herschel "The Boy Wonder Cantor" Sings (vol. 1) GRC86
- A Concert With The Great Cantors GRC84
- Mordechai Hershman Sings Cantorial and Concert Selections GRC82
- Moshe Bazarian Sings Songs of the Synagogue GRC80
- Yossel Rosenblatt Sings Cantorial Favorites (vol. 4) GRC78
- Yossel Rosenblatt Sings Yiddish Folk Songs and Concert Selections (vol. 3) GRC76
- Meir Levy Sings Oriental Songs GRC74
- Sing and Dance Some Freilach with Seymour Rechtzeit GRC68
- Masterworks of the Yiddish Theatre GRC66
- The Best Centorial Works of Cantor Mordechai Hershman GRC64
- Cantor Abraham Rapp Sings Prayers & Songs of Israel GRC48
- Aaron Lebedeff Sings 15 Favorites of the Yiddish Theatre GRC46
- Cantor Yossel Rosenblatt Sings a Synagogue Service GRC44
- Two Master Cantors — Moshe Ganchoff — Sholom Katz GRC40
- Cantor Yossel Rosenblatt Sings his Compositions Cantor Berele Chagay Sings "The Golden Age of Cantors" GRC36
- Cantor Berele Chagay — Sway Singer of Israel Cantor Berele Chagay — The Golden Age of Cantors GRC34
- Prayers sung by Cantor Kapov-Kagan Cantor Berele Chagay in the Synagogue Cantor Berele Chagay in the Synagogue GRC28
- "A Collection of Jewish Folk Songs" GRC26
- "Cantor Berele Chagay in the Synagogue" GRC26
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